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Binero Group becomes a Pexip deployment partner,
offering a fully compliant cloud-based video
conferencing and collaboration solution
Binero Group AB (publ) ("Binero") has been named deployment partner to Pexip Holding ASA (publ)
(“Pexip”), a Norwegian headquartered company delivering video-based communication and collaboration.
The Pexip solution can now be deployed on Binero’s local, fully GDPR-compliant cloud platform, delivering
an ideal solution for clients who place high demands on data privacy, such as financial services,
healthcare, and government.
Pexip simplifies video communication across borders, businesses and platforms. Their video platform can
be hosted on-premises in a secure data centre, in the cloud, or a combination of both. Post pandemic
behaviour has seen an acceleration of the ongoing digital transformation of most sectors, and so many
organizations are now looking to migrate their on-premise deployments to a digital cloud solution.
Subsequently, they also need to address compliance issues with regards to data privacy regulations
within the EU.
In order to enable and support the continued digitalization of industries such as financial services,
healthcare, and government, Pexip’s video and collaboration services can now be deployed on Binero’s
EU-compliant public cloud platform.
”We are happy to be working with Binero in Sweden. Their core values of security and data sovereignty
align closely with the Pexip solution and reflect customer demands as security concerns become
increasingly top of mind,” said Michael Whittam, VP Sales North Europe at Pexip.
Binero is a Swedish Cloud & Infrastructure service provider, producing and delivering modern
infrastructure and platform as a service (IaaS and PaaS) with an associated portfolio of managed and
professional services, from state-of-the-art data centres in the Stockholm region.
“As a Binero partner, Pexip - and ultimately their end-users - benefit from our local, compliant cloud
solutions. We provide safe and secure infrastructure and platforms that are highly scalable, making it a
great choice for Pexip’s cloud ready customer segments focused on data privacy regulations” says
Charlotte Darth, CEO at Binero Group.
For more information, please visit: https://www.pexip.com/sv/deployment-partner/binero
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About Binero

Binero delivers solid and scalable cloud infrastructure to businesses and organizations with sustainability
and data integrity in focus. Our public cloud platform is based on open source and globally established
standards, while ensuring compliance with European laws and regulations. Through close collaboration
and cloud native support we allow our customers to develop and innovate at high speed.
Binero is listed on NASDAQ First North Growth Market. Certified Adviser is Mangold Fondkommission AB.
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